
Chris Harvey 

From: amanda.wu [amanda.wu@tw.ccsemc.com] on behalf of application 
[application@tw.ccsemc.com]

Sent: Monday, February 11, 2008 9:54 PM
To: charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com
Cc: application.2008
Subject: Re:Advantech Co. Ltd. , FCC ID: M82-VITA-350, Assessment NO.: AN07T7405, Notice#1
Attachments: VITA-350 Test Report Revisd 1211.pdf; VITA-350 Power of attorney Revised 0204.pdf

2/12/2008

 
Dear Sir,  
 
Plz see my reply, thank you.  
 
Best Regards,  
 
Amanda  
 
 

 
 
 
Dear Gina Lo,  
 
You are listed as the Technical Contact for the above referenced TCB application. 
 The following item(s) need(s) to be resolved before the review can be continued: 
 
1.                 This Mobile device uses a module (previously approved under FCC 
ID: QIPMC55).  This application for a new FCC ID must contain all required 
information, including the detailed information for the included module.  Please 
provide the Block Diagram, Schematic Diagram, Parts List and Tune-Up Procedure for 
the RF portion of this device.  
Ans: Client already mail to Sir directly.  
 
2.                 Please note that the address for CCS has changed to 47173 
Benicia Street, Fremont, CA 94538, USA, Tel +1-510-771-1000. Please update your 
future letters (such as Authorizations, and confidentiality) with this address.  
Ans: Sorry for the mistake, plz have the revised documents.  
 
 
3.                 The Theory of Operation and Users Manual exhibits indicate in 
the Table for "GPRS Module Siemens Power Modes", that there is a GSM850 mode of 
operation with 1Tx, but this application is only being filed as a GPRS PCS1900 
Class 10 (2Tx) operation device.  Please confirm the operational band and GPRS 
class and update the exhibit(s) as needed.  
Ans:This device doesn't have GSM 850.  
 
4.                 The conducted power was measured to be 30.26dBm, with a stated 
antenna gain of -2.76.  This would calculate to an EIRP of (30.26 - 2.76) 27.5dBm. 
 The Measured EIRP is 22.16dBm.  Please explain the discrepancy between these EIRP 
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numbers.  Please note that the Antenna Specification exhibit indicates an antenna 
gain of -6dBi in the 1900 band.          
Ans: Please see the revised test report(page4, 34, 35).          
 
The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue on the 
above referenced application. Failure to provide the requested information within 
30 days of the original e-mail date may result in application dismissal and 
forfeiture of the filing fee. Also, please note that partial responses increase 
processing time and should not be submitted. Any questions about the content of 
this correspondence should be directed to the e-mail address listed below the name 
of the sender.  
 
Best regards,  
 
Chris Harvey 
Charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com 
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